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This book is secret. No ^notations may be made without the authority
of the Chief Intelligence OfBcer, Headauarters, Coastal Command.

While this book is, of necessity, issued as secret, and no part of it
must be communicated to anyone outside the Services, it is intended for the
information of all ojB^lcers hut principally of all members of aircrews, under
conditions of security approved by the Commanding Officer. The whole
purpose of producing it would be frustrated if it were relegated to the interior
of an official safe.
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Fln)tof(rapii by 320Shipping Strike : Uomhs. scarchlit'lit, flak and tracer (these supply tlie only illuininant).
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COASTAL COMMAND,

September, 1942

The month of September has made many calls upon the resources of Coastal Command, most
particularly in the spheres of convoy protection and anti-submarine warfare.

The passage of the outgoing and incoming Russian convoys has occasioned the need for long-range
and photographic reconnaissance on a scale unprecedented in this area, as well as strike aircraft to
intercept enemy naval units which might move out td threaten our ships. Accordingly, a force made
up of three t}^es of aircraft was based in North Russia. This served to provide anti-submarine patrols
as well as long-range reconnaissance in areas outside the range of home-based aircraft and contributed
to the protection which the escort ships of the Royal Navy and the fighters of the Fleet Air Ann
maintained throughout. As has been officially announced, these voyages were not made without some
loss, but the ratio of ships sunk was low, and essential cargoes of large bulk and varied composition

safely into Allied ports. A full summary of the total operational flying is not yet available, but
its volume may be gauged from the statement that 13 aircraft from one squadron flew 909 hours
30 minutes on this duty.

U-Boat sightings exceeded in number those of any previous month. In all, 120 sightings were
made, or, excluding civil and other unarmed aircraft, 108. Sixty-seven U-Boats were attacked (62 per
cent.)' The majority of these attacks await assessment and include some of considerable promise, but,
already the bag contains one U-Boat unquestionably sunk (crew duly photographed after abandoning
ship) and two assessed as probably sunk. There have been notable incidents, of which the attack on a
U-Boat by a Liberator 850 hhutical miles frorn base is one example. The U.S.N. Catalinas based in
Iceland have given most valuable co-operation in this work.

Fighter opposition in the Bay of Biscay has, if anything, been intensified, a tribute to the effective
ness of anti-submarine patrols. In the many combats there, 10 enemy aircraft are known to have been

destroyed and 15 damaged. ^

came

Weather and tactical consideration limited shipping attacks, but nevertheless pressure on enemy'
convoys was maintained. In aU 79 sorties were made, resulting in attacks against 68 enemy ships. This
includes an attack by a section of torpedo bombers who obtained 100 per cent, hits and sank at least

medium-sized merchant .vessel.

P.R.U. activity, though slightly below the normal in flying time, included rather more than the
usual number of outstanding sorties.

Meteoroloeical FHghts operated throughout the month with regularity. One of their Hudso

damaged an F W. 200 iii a combat off the coast of Norway.
Air/Sea Rescue saved 99 lives in home yraters in September, bringing the total for the quarter

uu This compares very favourably with the 405 rescued during the first six months of the year
In July and August, respectively, three-quarters and two-thirds were saved of all those known to have
been in distress, who may conceivably have ditched successfully (excludmg about 20 who were too
neair a hostile coast).

■ The flving hours of the Command may be of interest. August (operational 15,576 hours, non
operational 31,785) showed a decre^e (operational 16 774, non-operational 36,919) ; the

one

ns

v^ther was much worse at practically all bases. The September figures are not available at the time
of going to press.
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I.—ANTI-SUBMARINE ACTIVITIES

Anti-Submarine Operations, September
The month has shown a further rise in the a Liberator, K/120, was engaged, on a protective

number of U-Boats sighted and attacked by sweep round the convoy for eight hours and made
akcraft of Coastal Command. Besides a dozen five sightings and two attacks—
sightings made by aircraft on passage and by the one A/S bomb it had left over.
P.R.U., armed aircraft made 108 sightings and
67 attacks compared with 88 sightings and 62
attacks in August.

One attack by R/202 of Gibraltar in September
led to an obvious sinking, and several more look

the second with
U.S.N.

Catalinas were also sent; they failed to sight the
convoy, but found two U-Boats and attacked
both of them. This convoy was not troubled
again.

_  These attacks show clearly that aircraft are
promising the results of official assessments will capable of breaking up pack attacks—other
eventually be given in the Admiralty Red Book, successes were obtained on the convoy PQ.14
\h& Monthly Anti-Submarine Report {0,.^. QAOSO). from Russia to the United Kingdom, of which
Descriptions of some of the more instructive , full details are not yet available,

attacks follow in the next fey pages, together Sightings of U-Boats obviously on passage in
with ° previous month, details of which the Scotland-Iceland area have been made of

arrived ^ ® ● 11 probably going north of the Faroes (nine
These sightings and attacks have been mainly attacks) and nine going south (six attacks). It

on three fronts against U-Boats on passage, either looks as if they are ti:ying to spread the danger
in the Bay of Biscay and its approaches (39 by using both channels,
sightings, 27 attacks, compare August’s 41
sightings and 32 attacks) or in the area Iceland—
Scotland-Norway (25 sightings, 17 attacks), and

by aircraft defending three convoys—SC.97,
HX.206, sc. 100—to the south and south-west of
Iceland (23 sightings, eight attacks). The chart

opposite the last page shows the distribution of
activity by both aircraft and U-Boats in the
■Western Atlantic during the month.

Sightings and Attacks by Sanadrons, September
Sightings. Attacks.19 Group.

10 (R.A.A.F.) Sunderlands,Mount
Batten.

51 Whitleys, Chivendr ..
77 Whitleys, Chivenor . .

172 Searchlight
Chivenor and Wick.

235 Beaufighters, Chivenor

56

2 2
4 2

Wellingftons, 2 2

1 0
304 (Polish) Wellingtons, Dale . .
311 (Czech) Wellingtons, Talbenny
461 Sunderlands, Hamworthy
500 Hudsons, St. Eval and

Stornoway.
502 Whitleys. St. Eval

10 O.T.U. "Whitleys, St. Eval . .

15 Group.
58 Whitleys, Stornoway.,

120 Liberators,
Iceland.

Ballykelly and

1 1Convoys
In September, 52 convoys and 16 independently

*  routed ships were given protection, involving a
total of 364 sorties ; of the 279 aircraft sent as
close escort, two-thirds succeeded in meeting their
convoy* 3.nd 11 out of 15 their independents,

^gain large numbers of sightings have been
made on convoys attacked by packs of U-Boats,
nd almost all at long range south of Iceland.
^ 1st September the inward convoy SC.97, then
●  58° "'vas escorted by four U.S.N.
J? xg^linas, and a protective sweep laid on by
+hie Hudsons of 269. Squadron ; ten U-Boats

g sighted and two attacked, the others diving
Th

3 3
3 3
4 2

6 4
8 6

33
10 3

18 Group.
48 Hudsons, Sumburgh . .

179 SearchUght
Wick.

' 210 Catalinas, Sullom Voe and
Russia.

404 Blenheims, Dyce
612 Whitleys, Wick

1406 Met. Hudsons, Wick . .

Iceland.
73 (U.S.N.) Catalinas

269 Hudsons
330 (Norwegian) Catalinas

Gibraltar.
202 Sunderlands and Catalinas . .
233 Hudsons

Wellingtons,
11 8

1 0

1 1
e convoy was escorted the next

from 0700 to 2200, but no more U-Boats
gighted and no ships attacked. On the 14th,

tjx"^200, near 57° N., 25° W., was protected by
three

soon.too
day
were

. Catalinas of 73 Squadron, two Hudsons of

1 0
3 2
1 1

969 3- Liberator of 120 Squadron ;
.  tj^Boats were sighted and three attacked. On

22nd SC. 100 was attacked at about 59° N.,
o vy.* stragglers were sunk in the late
#»ning- T'vn Liberators of 120 Squadron (one
which did not meet) and four Catalinas of
Squadron (none of which met) were sent as

^^rort; U-Boats were sighted and one
S

the
35

tacked. The convoy was escorted the next day
from 0900 to 1800 by aircraft of 120 and 73
Squadrons, but nothing was sighted. On the 24th

26 11
6 4
1 1

2 1
2 2

Miscellaneous.
P.R.U. . . . . . ● ● .
Chance sightings by transit aircraft

4 0
8 O

120 67

September Attacks on Submarines
Harryi®® ** Giuliana ” sighted, at a range of five miles, a vessel that was

.Qn the morning of 1st September, Sunderlands emitting so much smoke that it was thought
R/IO tJ/10 and A/461 were engaged on an anti-ship- to be a merchantman. Approaching up sun and
/-gpatrolintheBay of Biscay. While proceeding making use of cloud cover, the aircraft finally

to the patrol area U/10 got a Special Equipment identified it as an Italian submarine, travelling
contact, 12 miles on the port beam, and on homing at six knots. The submarine opened fire -with

(C46776) B*



light flak from the after endf pf the bridge,, but submarine and temporarily crippled it. Photp^
at 1028 houire^. -the aircraft, prised honie the graphs reveal that the fore hydroplanes
attack from the port quarter, releasing a stick of turned out and presumably jammed in a “ Har^
four 250 lb. S.A.P. bonibs while the submarine to Rise ” position. Subsequent information shpw§3

was still fully surfaced. Only one bomb was seen that this submarine was the GiuUana, vf^A^ -
to explode, and this about 30 yards to port of the arrived in Santander in a damaged condiflcm j^e:
subrnarine, but y^ow-smoke immediately ji^ued next day. (5^^ Plate 2.) (44° 30 N.,04 42

its port quarter and continued for about half
a mmute. . A Searchlight Attack

.. .. .. , , Wellington E/172, fl3dng north of the Shetlaii^j
■ At this ̂ mt R/10 came on the scene, having on the night of 2nd-3rd September, obt^e#
obtained simultaneous Special Equipment, and Special Equipment contacts at 2341 hours ai^
visual contacts at; 10 miles range, and carried out. Q036 hours, but lost them both afteif four
two machine-gun attacks on the submarine, from minutes. At 0100 hours it Was decided-fio

stem to-bow, diving from 1,500 to 500 ft. and approach the position of the previous contag^
finng from nose and tail ̂ ns. The submarine ^p moon. Two minutes later another cdnta<^
replied from all gun positions, the cannon fire ^as received 7 miles ahead and at OlOS hotirs

be^ intense; A-few minutes later R/10 sighted a U-Boat was sighted by moonlight 3^4 inil^
A/461 one mile away. ahead travelling at 10 knots. As ̂ e airofa^

Meanwhile^ U/lO had'turned to port in a wide approached the searchlight was smtched or.
sweep> and now attacked again from-the starboard and an unidentified object, possimy a^all^ ,
bow but, owing to an error, the bomb did not U-Boat, was caught in the beam before it^^
release. Eight minutes later R/10 attacked from directed over to the U-Boat, which was actu^y
the submarine's starboard beam with two 250 lb. attacked. The attack was rriade from me poj|.

S.A.P. bombs, turning to repeat the same bow, with four torpex depth-charges, whfle tlie
manoeuvre, with one more bonib. None of the whole U-Boat was stiU on the surface.^ At tl^e
bombs fell''sufficiently neal: the submarine to do same time about 300 rounds were fired by
appreciable damage. After R/10’?. second bomb gunner at point-blank range. - The depth-ch^gg^
atta.ck the submarine ceased fire a.nd did not fire straddled the target abaft the conning adl'

ag^ owing to casualties caused by the aircraft's in a group, because the aircraft was not flying
tail'guns. R/10 sustained-several hits but suffered level. The U-Boat was covered witfi spray
no-casualties. Throughput the action a large foam, but no positive e^dence of damage.
volume of bluish-brovm smoke came from the obtained. (64 17 N., 00 30 W.) jj|i|
submarine’s diesel .exhausts, clouds of it trailed
astern for half a mile.

A Complete Surprise

-While fl5dng at 4,000 ft. at mid-day on 7th SeRi

A  aircraft on the scene (R/10, U/10, tember, Welliiigton Q/311 sighted a German-^y^
A/4ol) then contacted each other by R/T, and U-Boat on the surface 4-5 miles dead
feom 1035 to 1125 circled the position, arranging travelling westwards at 8 knots. The airorgj|i
a concerted attack; but before this could be put made for a patch of. cloud to starboard,
mto effect orders were received from base to achieved a complete surprise, diving out^ of
coutinue with the anti-shipping patrol. The cloud on the fully surfaced U-Boat from its
subm^ine cpiild consider itself lucky that the bow, and dropping six torpex depthrchatg^

nU carrying anti-shipping armament During the nm up the Wellington machj^^^
and had a major objective which precluded the gunned the U-Boat, which replied from a
use of every bomb. (44°40' N., 06°05' W.) manned by three men, mounted at the after

4t H40 ,om the foUowing day Wellington A/304 o* the bridge. The last three depa-jiar^ w
came across what was® probabatte same the stick straddled the s bows,
sutearine, travellmg at 8 knots, some 80 mfles the airaaft wm =ir<ang to port to
to the westward. An attack was made up track, ^r  a homb attack tte U-Boat t^l^Xw
Md torn out ol the six depa charges feU alongside 180° leaving a tr^ of od. Then the bws
ae submarme, winch wm completely obUtera,ted under, but almost munediately re-appe^e^aj^^
by ae spray. On ae run up, ae airc^t machine- shortly afterwar^ ae whole boat broke
gu^ed ae U-Boat and several of ae crew The serond Mt^
eollapsed on ae dea. the submarine ad not with A/S bombs, was ̂ ed ft.,
reply, except by ̂ g two five-star red cartridges, ^a only ae coumpg tower and
^^tely after ae explosions, an ofi-patch above water, the tows once n
^ ft. across appeared, and ae submarine soon ^ace._^ B°th bombs burst close togetner aj,
lost way and eame to a standstill. The aircraft 20 yar^ from th^ estimated positon m
ended again and made two bomb attars, U-Boat's port quarter. The stern

. jg one 250 lb. A/S bom.% oh each occasion, leavmg the conmng to^er surrounded
buif missed by 10. and 20 yards- respectively. The patch 100 ft. across, wia large an bubW« . mi^
.Wellington ended again and made five machine- up in bursts every now and then
gifii attaeks, expending 2,500 rounds. As a result, a continuous stream of small bubb« -
4m men. in. bathing costumes dived off the minute later the connmg tower slowly
submarine, and three or four more collapsed on but the patch of off and bubbles wasJ
the deck and feU into the sea. The submarine ten miiiutes after_to, when the ancrat ^tu
now^-had a heavy list to port and was well down ret^ to' base. This attack wm l
at the bows; part of the starboard forward hydro- lethal because of insuffiaent dep*. ̂
plane showed When the aircraft had to return ^ ^

hours, the submarine was still enobuntered-
stopped and'down by the bows, and the od-patch On  et way . tome the Welhngton eno _ ™

had grotto abont 500 yards across. This attack a .Ju.88 about 130 mite off Ush^‘j,^on
evidently Muted severe intacfiad damage on the climbed to 1,000 ft. above the WelW« “««l.

1 /h ̂  '



Plate 2

Japanese Submarine Attacked by B/202 off the north-west corner of Spain, 1st August. The high gallows, thick aerial
wires, and vertical rudder, can belong to no other Axis submarine than a Japanese. The Japanese have boasted
that they would use submarines to take important people between Asia and Europe, and some of their craft are
known to have the necessary endurance. 'I he visit of a Japanese submarine to a German port (presumably in France)

has now been announced by the enemy.

I

submarine “ Giuliana ’ ’ being machine-gunned by  A 304 after depth charge attack, 2nd September (see page 4.)Italian

damaged, at Santander.Italian Submarine “ Giuliana,



Plate 3

Crew of Submarine Sunk by R 202. 14th September : xMcn in amid
diesel (Jil. ●I'ho swirl left by the foimdoring sul)mai ine can l)e seen m tlic t >\ \ ilUiic. (5^^ <1

i
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i^Ved to attack, but Q/311 dived for cloud cover, to^er and the stetn ware'still above water. The
and then turned hard to starboard; the Ju. stick straddled the U-Boat’s bow abaft the stenr,
was not seen again. (48° 08' N., 08° 18' W.) .; three depth charges on either side ; they should

have exploded’ just before the conning tower.
The explosions were particularly heavy, and two

At 0315 hours on 8th September, Wellington miriutes later, ̂ large air .bubbles effervesced for
E/I72, in the Bay of Biscay, fl3dng at 1,500 ft., five minutes over an area 50 ft. across, 50 yards

good night visibility, received a Special Equip- from the inside edge of the explosion mark. Ldrge
ment contact at a range of 10 miles. At,^^ miles oil bubbles also appeared over the whole explosion
range the blip became steady and the aircraft tnark and continued for a quarter of an hour, when
homed. The searchlight w^ switched on at the aircraft left to adopt baiting tactics. Nothing
f mile and a U-Boat was illuminated half a mile new was observed when it returned 40 minutes
ahead, making 8 knots. The U-Boat , was in the later. This model attack undoubtedly inflicted
act of diving, and an attack was made when only severe damage to the U-Boat. (46° 08' N.,
the periscope was visible ; four torpex depth- 08° 43' W.)
charges were dropped from 40 . ft. The conning .  ~^  ;i tt ,
tower re-appeared in the spray of the explosions.  , Good Unorthodox Attack
The aircraft then turned back towards the position At 1411 hours on 10th September, Whitley NA®
of attack, and picked up the U-Boat again in the 9*^*^*» ^  Bay of Biscay at 1,500 ft.,
searchlight beam. Flames and smoke were sighted a U-Boat at a distance of r^es. It was

coming from the conning-tower. The fear gunner ^naJ^g 10 knots.. The aircraft dived steeply,
fired’ 150 rounds as the aircraft passed over. The attacked from the starboard quarter and released
pilot turned again and made a third run at about 250-lb. depth charges from 30 ft. while p^ of
600 ft. Flames were still coming steadily from conning tower was still visible. They dropped

● the conning tower. Again the rear gunner fired  ^ ^ salvo, exploding 12-15 ft. ahead of the swirl,
150 rounds. At 0339 the flames spluttered and and as spray subsided, 10-^12 ft. of the bow came out
went out, and the pilot decided to adopt baiting water at a very steep angle; this appeared to
procedure. As the aircraft flew away the flames kang for a moment and then graduaUy sank, still
burst out again, but when the aircraft returned ^ steep angle, and finaUy .disappeared rjuickly.

' at 0355, no further sign of the, U-Boat could be ^ stream of air bubbles lasted for 2t^ minutes.
The depth charges probably exploded dose under
the bottom of the U-Bodt and blew the bows

upwards, but as no photographs are kvailable,
a claim to a kiU cannot be pressed. (44° 13' N.»
11° 32'W.) ^ ,

A U-Boat on Fire

m

found.

It would appear that the depth-charges must
have shattered part, or aU, of the batteries and
the resultant short circuits and blow outs set fire

to splintered woodwork inside the boat, .making
such a blaze that it sent flames out of the conning Hudson P/48 on 18th. September
tower; Whether the fire put ou(, or whether At 1212 hours this aircraft, flying near the

t TStihhshed buJ .mcMed, can- Faroes at 700 ft. at cloud base, sigS a U-Boat
not be established, but m the Speaal Equipment 2 mfles awdy. The aircraft aved and attacked
did not pick the U-Boat up agam, in spite of a from the U-Boat's starboard quarter across the

advance, and rellsed four tojpex
sirface. yet can har^y have been in a fit con- depth-charges from 400 ft. while' the conning

f  was just disappearing. A yeUow-jacketed
foundered. .(47 17 N.. 07 50' W.) body was kft in the water; pertaps thi last of
A wrn/ioi Affanlr bridge look-outs could not get down the
^ n Qf-v, c nirytif A -4 - conning tower in. time. The centre of the stick
On 9th September, eight days after its mcon- fell about 20 yards ahead of the swirl. There were

dusive encounter with the Italian submarme that two explosions on either side of the line of advance,
was subsequently- for(xd into Santander as a Number 2 depth-charge did not appear to explode
result of an attack by a Pohsh Wellington, with such force as the other three, but caused
Sunderland RAO was agam fl5nng m the Bay, at a greater turbulence over a larger area. After the
height of 3,500 ft., when a weak Special Equipment explosion had settled a series of large bubbles
blip was received at 18 miles on the port bow. appeared, closely followed by dirty brownish off
At 10 niiles the contact grew strong. R/10 con- which spread in an oval shape to about IGO yards
tinued to home just above the thin layer of in len^h and 60 yards across. Twelve pieces of
cloud at 2,000 ft., and at live miles range descended debris, roughly ̂a foot long, were seen floating in-
through it to sight a d^k g^ey U-Boat right the off patch. The U-Boat must have been
ahead. The pilot climbed back into cloud, and seriously damaged, if not destroyed. (63° 18' N.,
again broke through at 3 miles range, then dived 04° 03' W.)
at-195-knots, turning sHghtly through the 3/lOths .
cloud. Finally breaking cloud at 400 ft., the A Definite Kill J
U-Boat was seen 1^ miles away on the surface. On 14th September, Sunderluud was off
travelling at 8 knots. The aircraft turned slightly the coast nf Algeria, fl3dng at 800 ft., when at
to starboard, observing men on the bridge and 1430 hours an object was sighted 5 miles away,
one man running along the upper deck, and At 2 miles distance this was identified as a
circled astern at a range of 1 mile, where it submarine painted grey and green. The aircraft
oumbed to 900 ft., waiting for the U-Boat to approached from astern so that the enemy’s
submerge. When the Sunderland was 1 mile on main gun could not be brought to bear, but. there
the starboard beam the U-Boat began to dive, was some light flak, which ceased when the
and the aircraft turned and attacked from its aircraft’s front gun opened up. An attack was,

sta^oard bow, releasing six torpex depth-charges made J&rom 50 ft. and five torpex depth-charges
^Pniler nose and tails (set to 25 ft., spaced were released while the submarine was still fully

^‘^1 ft.) from 50 it. while the top of the conning surfaced. One hung up, and pf tho^e which

I

(C46776) b«2
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dropped, one took the fusing link with it. Two were seen sticking out of the water at an anglV
depth-charges feU on the starboard side just of about 15°. The aircraft turned to mdke
forward of th$ conning tower, and the other two another attack. The bows of the U-Boat
alongside the port bow. Immediately the sub- under just before the release of the remaini^,
marine lost all way, and oil gushed out all round depth-charge, leaving on the surface an oil-pamv
It. It then steamed slowly round in circles about 90 yards long and 25 yards wide, in^the
keeping the gun trained and firing at the aircraft, centre of which were many bits of wood,
until 35 minutes after the attack, when it gradu- looked Uke broken up duckboard, a black object
aUy sank bow first. About 40 survivors were shaped Hke a drum, and pieces of orange-colouredi
left floating in the /water of on their dinghy stuff, a foot or two across, irregular in shape
(Plate 3). (37° 28' N., 04° 34' E.) and curled up at the edges Hke scraps of orange

peel (painted plywood ?). The remaining tofpex
depth-charge exploded in the centre of this oil
and dpbris. 5 seconds after the bows had gone out

further results were seen. The

A Whitley’s Probable Kill

At 1501 hours on 15th September, Whitley Q/68,
5^g at 6,700 ft., sighted a U-Boat at a distance of sight, but no
of 7 I^es. It was making 10 knots. The aircraft aircraft dropped a submanne marker and flaw
tmed and broke cloud at 3,000 ft., then attacked away northward, returns to the scene 20 ̂ ut«
tom the U-Boafs port quarter with five torpex later, and then makmg a square semAuntU
depth-charges released from 20 ft., while the 1545 hours, without results. The weckage and
U-Boat was fully surfaced. The depth-charges debris seen after the mam depth-char|e att^_
Stodged It; three feU short to port, one madi a together with the quantity of ofi.mimte that
direct hit on the bridge, and one fell beyond to total destruction is more than likely. (59 49
starboard. As the explosions subsided the bows 09° 28' W.)

Additional August Attacks on Submarines

Gun Duels with Italians the submarine atta^ed by A/233 on 8th August.
When Hudson A/233 was flying at 3,500 ft. (37° 23'N., 01° 02'E.)

the western Mediterranean at 1850 on a + 1331 hours on the same day, Hudson C/83^
8th August, an object, at first thought to be a on a strike against the sutoarme already attackecj
destroyer, was seen 4 miles away on the starboard bv R/233, got a Special Equipment contact dea<i
W, It turned out to be a submarine making Sead at  a range of 25 miles. The aircraft hom^^,
15 knots; it was thought to be of the ItaHan +0 6 miles before sighting a submanne,
^gQuaut dass. The Hudson attacked from the 9 knots. From its description ̂  was e^deritlj
submarme’s starboard quarter, releasing four the submarine already sighted and attacked by
turpex depth-charges from 200 ft., 5 second after t?/233 The submanne opened fire at the aircr^^
It disappeared. ^At least, oni depth^h^ge S a mnge of 1^-2 miles At 1331 hours the
exploded near enough to the submarine to shake attLked from the port
It up, but probably no damage was done. As the depth-charge, winch exploded har^essi^

aircraft came round in a steep cHmbing turn to on^he st^board bow. The pilot attacked
j^e left, however, the submarine surfaced, with from^the starboard bow, when, m spite of ̂
^ bow steeply out of the water. The Hudson’s aircraft being hit m the port engme and severef^
front guns opened fife and the submarine repHed Somafred another depth-charge w^

^th heavy Ind Hght flak ; this dual contS the bows. As the Hudson pa,^^^
for half an hour until the aircraft reached P L E  ^ it raked the decks with machine-gun
wMe the submaiine made off on the s.irface forward hydroplanes were seen to be bent
towards Sardinia. Possibly the Italians had half blown off (this may explam why it
preferred to fight it out on the surface, assuming -s^Sed when attacked by R/233). The <lain^
that the aircraft had no more depth-charges- left  ● nort engine compeUed the pilot to leaw
on the other hand, the concu^on miy ?|ve ?°™^Sdy Ster the second attack,
la^ed the after hydroplanes and made the Slm^^decision to persevere with single depth's

submstoe unmanageable under water. (38»26-N., attack^»

On 12th August Hudson B/233 was flying at use tto '''hole stu* jn an u^ttottai*^^^
2,000 ft. in the western Me^terranean, when a Even though the tolly-surf??^^
stationaiy submarine was sighted 3 nnles away is known to ^^^o^ a
at 0950 hours. It was still on the surface when the submarine, a st ^ , obtained
aircraft released four torpex depth-charges, which effective that , depth-charees (37° 45'\y^
straddled it between the conmng tower and the succession of smgle deptn charges. ( &
stem, with No. 3 very close to the port side. 00° 58' E.)
By the time the aircraft had done a steep turn to /-● nn n.n 18th August
the left, the submarine had dived,-but fou? Liberator F/120 OH l»tn August
minutes later it reappeared. The Hudson opened This aircraft was flying at 2,^0 ft. y,
fire, and 6-10 men who appeared on the coding escort duty in the Atlantic when it sighted,
tower repHed with flak from Hght guns on the 1846 hours, a U-Boat 6 miles away, tmvelH^
bridge and the main gun forward of the conning 10 knots. A down-sun attack achieved compl^t^
tower. This duel continued for 40 minutes untH surprise, six torpex depth-chaqges
the Hudson reached P.L.E. and had to return to fr^ the starboard quar^r while five
base. The tactics employed by this submarine of plainly visible o^^^^stradfe Boaf
prefening to engage the ahcraft on the surface Lcraft. The tor^^
when reasonably certain that no depth-charges from past experience it is known
remained, bear i strong resemblance to thoS 3 de^-cbarges, unless fitted with special devices,
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Srg not lethal to a U-Boat on the surface. How- the stem stood out of the water very steeply for
ever, during the explosions the U-Boat appeared about 20 seconds before disappearing. 
tp rise bodily in the water, and a large black quarters of a minute after the attack, an uprush
object, about 6-8 ft. long and slightly curved, of watpr was seen. (43° 13'”n., 17° 47' W.)
rose to a height of 60 ft. in the air ; this was  . Two hours later the same aircraft, flying at
probably one of the hydroplane guards. When 3,000 ft., sighted another U-Boat making 10 knots,
the spray subsided, the U-Boat was seen almost 5 miles on the port bow. This was 21 miles from
stationary on the surface, submerging slowly the convoy. The Liberator attacked from the
Until only the top half of the conning tower port bow with cannon fire, but the U-Boat very
remained in view ; it then completely surfaced slowly dived, being only half-submerged 50 seconds
again. There was a large patch of oil in the after the first cannon attack. An oil streak
middle of the explosion marks, and a trail of oil marked the course of the U-Boat after it sub-
was issuing from the U-Boat. As the U-Boat merged. A surface vessel, summoned to^ the spot.
turned slowly to starboard, the Liberator attacked by R/T, could get no contacts, though the air-
with cannon and machine-gun fire, then climbed craft had dropped smoke-floats, flame-floats and
to 850 ft. and attacked down-wind with A/S sea markers to help it. (43° 21' N., 17° 40' W.)
bombs. One burst 25 yards to starboard of the
conning tower, and the other, released on a
second attack, in the swirl of the U-Boat, which
had again submerged slowly. Six minutes later between Iceland and the Faroes, when it sighted
the U-Boat was found to be moving slowly round a U-Boat moving west at 10 knots, 10 miles on
in a circle with the periscope visible. At this ihe port bow. The aircraft immediately dived
point the aircraft unfortunately had to return to to sea level, flattening out about 2 miles away
base, owing to the approach of bad weather, from the U-Boat which at that moment began to
This*attack undoubtedly led to severe damage to dive. The Hudson attacked from the U-Boat’s
the U-Boat concerned. (41° 46' N., 19° 40' W.) port quarter, releasing four torpex depth-charges

●  XT with nose and tail fittings) from 100 ft.
Two U-Boats in Two Hours No. 2 fell 20 ft. right ahead of the still visible

liberator H/120 on convoy escort duty in the conning tower, and immediately afterwards the
Atlantic, was fl5dng at 2,000 ft. at 0725 on U-Boat’s stem came out of the water at an angle
19th August, when a 750-ton U-Boat was seen at of 50°. This depth-charge was Correct for range
extreme range of visibility, 3 miles on the port and line, and should have been lethal for depth,
bow, and 11 miles from the convoy. The U-Boat As the aircraft turned to port, the U-Boat dis-
was making 12 knots. The aircraft opened fire appeared, but a minute afterwards an oil-patch
with cannon as it approached the U-Boat’s star- appeared around the site of this partial re-sur-
board bow, and dropped six depth-charges from facing. At first it was 70 yards across, but it
75 ft. on the fully surfaced U-Boat. All the depth- increased enormously, so that it could be seen
charges exploded, the last two right against the hull from 20 miles. This oil indicates a distinct
.  xvje stem. Five seconds after the explosion probability of damage having been caused.
^  U-Boat went down very quickly bow first; (63° 15' N., 11° 28' W.)

Three-

Hudson A/500 on 24th August
At 1700, the aircraft was flying at 5,000 ft.

the

Cloud T*actics

Extract from a recent Form Orange :—
U-Boat sighted on surface 12 miles

distant.
Cloud 5/10 Cu. at 3,600 ft.
Height of aircraft, 3,000 ft.
Aircraft turned towards U-Boat

losing height.
When 3 miles distant U-Boat was

completely submerged.
Aircraft set course to employ

baiting procedure.
. Aircraft whilst returning to U-Boat

position sighted U-Boat once
again, 15 miles dead ahead.

Cloud 5/10 Cu. at 3,600 ft.
Height of aircraft, 4,000 ft.
Aircraft approached in cloud at
4,000 ft., commenced diving when
2 miles distant, and passed 50 ft.

U-Boat whilst stem wasover

The first is an example of a thoughtless and
badly carried out attack. The pilot wasted his
height advantage by diving at once towards--the
U-Boat. He should have remained as high as he
could for as long as he coiild, so that he could
maintain to the last possible moment the advan
tage of surprise. After this experience, he made
his second approach so as to get the maximum
advantage from surprise, and this time naade a
well thought out and well carried out attack.
The whole episode is a perfect example of the
soundness of baiting tactics.

The patrol heights laid down in Coastal
Command Instructions have been questioned, but
their soundness is evident from the increase in
the number of U-Boats sighted. Good attacks
wiU follow such sightings only if pilots have
practised and know exactly how long it takes
them to get down from their operational height,
and how close they can get to a submarine before
losing height.

1744 hours.

1751 horns.
a

1844 hours

still visible.
Depth-charges were released and

straddled U-Boat between conning
tower and stem.

An Kclio firom the Past
Yet another example of this has come to light

recently. In April, 1918, the Admiralty published
a book entitled Notes on Aids to Submarine
Hunting, which summarised the conclusions of
nearly four years of anti-submarine warfare

It seeiu» inevitable that the experiences of one
veneration should be largely lost or disregarded
5  those which follow, with the result that

^^ch information already gathered together has
laboriously and pamfuUy acquired again.

(C46776)
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waited by the Airship Depaurfment. It would same time one of the most difficult, ahdr||^|;
have been v^uable for its photographs alone : it the great success {t.e.. destro5ung ̂
is reih^kable, however, for its up-to-dateness marine) only comes to that officer Whp), ;|^.
and application to cu^en't problems. If both the content to spend countless homrs effici^i^j^ ;
book amd its author. Major J. a. Struthers,D.S.C., ●  working his patrol and waiting his Ch^^ii;:
Royal Air Force, had been used in the early days It is of the utmost importance that
of the war, much experimentation would have junior pilot should realize to what a
been avoided, and the present stage of anti- . great extent success depends upon
^bmarine efficiency would have been reached attention to detail. It is rather a rnisii^e '
earlier and would have been by’now smpassed. to have a too optimistic view of the work '^
As it wasi the book was only discovered through the commencement, and each pilot shQi|l^
a chance contact with the author within the last realize that he has a most difficult job - t:m;

‘ few weeks ● front of him. Submarine hunting is  a serfoi^

To-day the book is largely of historical inter^t sport in which the fish are very waiy and ̂
because mo^ of the points made have been at all l^en to rise o ® y* Great paji^e^^.
re-covered; We have learnt once more the kpnt ̂  constant
relation between oil streaks and submarines: and continual watch kept. . . '^5
from- long observation that the swirl is made by As Captain of the patrol airship^it is
the conning tower 2ind, from trials with the business of the pilot to keep his
tr570 Grapljt), its position in relation to interested in the work. ...
the swirl. * After a period of costly disregard for
tactics.

Leadership and team work are as vital to
success to-day as they were then. Enthusia^j^have found out that clouds provide

'

intimate knowledge of every ̂ pect of the
and crew discipline are as important as

Basically, the responsibility
\e*/=k /nnall’f'IP.Q -Qi*llli TPQ’fc xxri'M-w - —  - o.

cover and a cloak of invisibihty : and we have
prided oureeives on our ingenuity in developing

bating tactics. Yet th^e, and many other now they were.   . . .
accepted usages, were commonplace at the end inculcating these qualities still rests with

the last ^  othwar.

< Major. Struthers raises i one point, however, is up
-which is still as important as it ever has been^— standard necessary.
?hd perhaps even now is not sufficiently realised.

■‘It must be continually borne in mind
that although the work is one of the most —  , . ●
interesting, duties, of the war, it is at the in this. Leadership is the concern of all.

we

Captain of the aircraft^more than any fe^
to him to train his aircrew to the

standard necessary. At the same time oth^^
share this responsibility with him ^his
Commander. Squadron Commander and, ind^^'^
his Station Commander, all have a part

5^^

Anti-Submarine Bombsi^hts
the U-Boat differs from most targets in two Outline of the ^oWem

important respects. In the first place it does not What the phot wants to know, ideally, ig,
usuaUy defend itself, preferring to dive rather course that will bring the aircraft over
tiian shoot back at its attackers, arid secondly, U-Boat and the right moment at winch to
when once it has dived it presents an unseen but the first depth-charge of his stick. The form^j.
moving target whose position can only be determined by the course and speed qf
estimated in relation to the swirl left where it U-Boat, its bearing from, the aircraft, and
dived. It is also very small, and since the lethal direction and speed of the wind. After the
area cff the weapons which an aircraft can carry has submerged its position is unknown, but
is «lso small, it follows that an exceptionaUy be estimated by tl^
'high de^ee of accuracy is required for a kill, the time for which it has been under, on ^<3.
But this is made, easier to some extent by the assumption that its
ability of the aircraft to make its attack from a This assumption is valid only for U-Boats
very lowheight without undue risk. have been submerged less than 30 second^

the tactics then of a U-Boat attack present a must be ignored from the point of view of a bq^^
Very special problem, and if a bombsight is to be sight, since the uncertainty in their position
Tisedi it; must be -designed accordingly. For this be greater than the bombing error
reason none of the half-dozen or so existing The correct moment of release depends on
bombsights has been found to be of any use, ground-speed and
since ^ .of these were designed for bombmg stick length and t»aUistics of the dep^-<ffimge^^
static targets from high or medium altitudes, bombs, and also on whether the attack is dehvei*^
Ue Glty®poss,*reSption is the Hand-Held in a dive or when flying level
Sight, bm even that is more suitable for Static The ideal sight would not only take aU th^^^
targets such as the gas-works depicted m the .factors into account, but would also be ready
official publication about it^ The lack of any give the answer at once wthout the necessity
suitable sight has resulted in many pilots becommg a long run-up to the U-J^oat. JNeedless to say^ ^
resigned to bombmg by eye, but during the past sight which does all this is not likely to appe^
few months attention has been draw to the need for some considerable time, and the only practiq^
for a proper sight by the many suggestions put thing that can be done is to find out which of th
forward by flying men themselves. It is therefore factors above can be treated as non-variable
considered that a brief outUne of the problem insignificant without limiting the tactics of
and a description of some of the sugg^tions attack to an impossible degree, and to design,
whiGh have been made may help to clarify the sight which takes account of the rest. In fact
situation, ^omemore compHcated proposals, now value of an A/S bombsight at this stage qf th^

not dealt with in this war must be measured m terms of its simplicity
of manufacture and use, its accuracy, and
de^ee of tactical freedom which it will allow.

I

under consideration, are
artit^e, which is only concerned with the not-so-
distant future.

I
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Plate 4
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1. The splash of entrj'. 2. Spray of the splash subsiding. 3. Spray still subsiding.

''■i/—i

e. Disturbance expanding.4  Spray practically subsided. 5, Explosion disturbance beginning.

I

● rji

A- .. .' ● ■^1

Disturbance reaching its peak.8.further extended. 9. Peak of disturbance.7. Disturbance

i'
I

V

lA'

4

Disturbance almost .subsided.

The Explosion of a T.N.T. Depth-charge : Photographed at intervals of 7, lOths of a .second. Smoko float in fore
ground. (5 0. 1 .1 .).

12.Disturbance subsiding.Disturbance beginning t(» snbside. 11.10.
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Mot Bombing of the field of view, and .the sighting line at the
Owing to the lack of any suitable bomb-sight moment of release is given by fiie coincidence of

in the past, pilots have been obliged to drop their target and bubble. The sight has been found
depth-charges by eye, and some of those who difiicult to use in rough weather or when the
have had sufficient practice in this have estab-  ‘ aircraft makes an irregular approach, and the
lished the legend that pilot bombing is the only values of true height and ground speed which atre
way to attack U-Boats. With such poor rivals set on the instrument cannot be altered quickly,
as the Mark IX and the Haiid-Held sight this is Hence an attack at pre-determined height and
not surprising, but the fact remains that to ask. speed is necessary.- There is, .furthermore, a
an experienced pilot to try a new bomb-sight now limitation to heights of not less than 200 ft.,
is like recommending a safety razor to one who though this coffid easily be altered. Stick length,
has always used a cut-throat. is not taken into account.

In point of fact accurate bombing by eye has The Low Level Bombsight, Mark II, unlike the
serious limitations. It is almost entirely confined two preceding sights, is fixed in the aircraft and
to bombing front heights of 100 ft. or less and the horizontal is determined from the knovffi
this may not always be possible. The most attitude of the aircraft when flyiiig level. ’ Ihe

.  serious objection, however, is the enormous sighting head consists of a reflector gun-sight to
^oimt of practice which is required to obtain give the sighting line, and this is reniotely
reasonably good results. This practice must be depressed to the correct bombing angle by means
kept up continually, and in'many cases sufficient of a flexible cable leading to a computor bok.
time and facilities are not available. ^ The latter is operated by another member of the

Quite apart from the question of bombing by crew who can see the altimeter and airspeed
eye, there is also a very general feeling that the indicator. He feeds the values of these into th'e
●pilot is the only member of the crew who should computor box (together with the difference

trusted to drop the depth-charges, because he between ground speed and airspeed, if. there is
h^ the best geneital view of the proceedings and, any) which thereby sets the sighting head to the
if a U-Boat is sighted at short notice, may be the correct angle of depression. , The computor box
only knows what is going on. This scale has a range of 50-600. ft. in height .and
reument does not count for much in the case of 60 knots in airspeed (actual values depending on

^ rrew who know their respective jobs, and against the type of aircraft), and the indicated values of
^ there is a lot to be said for a “division of labour,” these are put on direct as the correction for

necially in a large aircraft when the pilot has position error is already allowed for in the design
u ● work cut out in tracking over the target and of the scale. Scales as issued at present axe for
^^ciblv cannot even see the U-Boat at the dropping a 40-yard stick of depth-charges," for

of release. which the ballistics are taken into account.

be

^  Siirfflippfl TT sighting head can also be rotated in azimuth
Sights , . , " /c ● i<5 one which tliat.if the drift is set on, the bomb-^aimer can, if

The A/S s'ghtf required, assist the pilot in tracking over the
gives “ntrol for surfaced U-Boatyidy^ of this sighting head have
^ving **●, ,, TT-Boat designed, one to be mounted in the nose of
target the position of t , , , the aircraft and used by the bomb-aimer> the other
if subiiierge . The boinbmg angle tp be mounted on a retractable bracket for Use
in terms of height, ground speed and stick len^h ^
and the release point shown by a sigi determine which type is the more satisfactory in
^cb is depressed to the bombing angle from the aircraft. ^
^  -2;outal. Ballistics may be ignored if the height t  .n.- ● u* ●
^°^flease is less than 300 ft. Several forms of The advantage of this sight is that it allows

type of sight have been produced, which considerable tactical freedom in the speed and

easnre^i the horizon itself. As ^ ● determined height or speed as the values of these
^  has‘been put forward by FA decora, computer up to the last minute
^cb tbe fore-sight consists of a pi ^release The chief disadvantage Ues in the fact that the
nafent matenal on which are ^-sieht aircraft must be flying level at the moment of
SSnts ior different heights, "^fJe release. Furthermore, until the radio aShSeter
fs a bomb-ainie ^ comes into general use the height is not usuallv

“SS
■  S very simple construction, but suffem from cally re set.

tS‘^-^i‘hY Si^tsfor^bmergedU-Boateator

“,5"^S%:Sutiorand?“^'t for low maiy two
*2Stf it is difficult to keep an eye on the horizon the position of the U-Boat relative to the swirl,

the release point at the same time. and, secondly, to drop the depth-charges across
HandS silt (Low Level Bomb- this estoated portion. The sight? alrSyIn Tt {--C found by means described deal with the second part of the omhlpr/

sight, ‘2 ‘*'a horizontal IS found oy discover how tl^ Ch»n’

(C46776)
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The distance from the U-Boat’s position to the carried forward a distance equal to the iin^^
swirl is obtained directiy from the time for which water travel of the U-Boat before dropping, TIm

it has been imder, since its under-water speed method is only applicable to attacks down the '
directly after submerging is roughly known, but track of the U-Boat. The second method is ifpi^
to judge this distance accurately by eye is ffener- ●  alter the depression of the sighting-head by the '
ally agreed to be a most difiScult matter. correct angle, which will vary with both height

The course of the U-Boat after submerging wiU and speed. This is more complicated mechanicallyi,
for a short time be the same as its course before l^ut would work for attacks in either direction,

^craft makes an approach . An entirely novel method of sighting, appUcablfe
„  U-Boat wMe on to attacks from aU directions along the

has been proposed by G/C WiUiaLon.

mereed^or not whether it is sub- The method depends upon the aircraft makii^
distmice between average its approach on a course of constant bearing,

U-Boat at the The instant of release is determined not by the

-  not iSJially be- posfible fn angle the line of sight makes with the horizoiitai
consS^fbea^g ^ of but by the azimuth angle between the swirl and

Hence, the aircraft’s heading. The disadvantage of this

sight^must eith^fndicite the ^ method is that it is usuaUy impossible, as explained
of the U-Boat at all rinllo position above, to get on to an accurate course of constant
of approacC or eke ‘^i^^<^Uons bearing before the U-Boat dives, and unl^s this
in attacks along the is done the very fact of the aircraft being off
The latter possibility is the eli U-Boat only, course will not only mean an error in line biit will
considered at present also introduce a substantial range error A further
A simple mechanivoi ● disadvantage to this type of sight is that it onfy

proposed by F/0 Cave which has been deals with the submerged U-Boat so that some
Snder-water travel ofThe f the other sight must be earned for surface attacks,
movable foresight. The means of a .
bombing along the track of designed for Conclusion
predetermined height and U-Boat only, at a No mention has been made of the more compli-
fixed in the aircraft and one?aS is cated sights which have been proposed, as these
aimer who adjusts the ooSf* the bomb- are not of immediate interest. Of the simply
according to the time foresight sights described above, however it is considered
under. This time is measulld U;Boat has been that the low level bombsight, Mark II, incorporates
but the operation could bp ^ stop-watch, most of the advantages of the others ̂ -nd allowg
the addition of a small automatic by greater tactical freedom in the attack, except

In the case of the low levelTn'T"^ it does not in its present form deal ̂ th tSl
two possible alternatives Mark II, submerged U-Boat. Wi^i^ J^^^^ationg
along the track of a submerepd^r^^^ attack proposed h^e, this problem ̂ hon
investigated. In the first ^®mg and it is thought that a pilot us | sight
porated in the bomb-rSe is incor- would then obtain at least as good results as ap
bomb-aimer presses the releaQ^?^*’ ^^at if the experienced pdot bombing by eye, and -^th
sight is on the swirl, the dpiS-K^?®^ 'when the important difference that far les aimpg

P n-charges will be required.
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II.—ANTI-SHIPPING ACTIVITIES

Anti-Shipping Operations, September
During the month 66 aircraft made bombing

attacks and 13 made torpedo attacks on enemy
ships. Direct hits are estimated, with bombs on
ten ships and with torpedoes on three. (The most
interesting torpedo attack is described below.)
There were near misses or possible hits by bomb
on 13 ships. In the case of 33 ships attacked by
bomb and nine by torpedo the results were not
observed, largely owing to the bad weather.

Shipping along the Norwegian coast may soon
have greater importance. The amount of iron ore
shipped from Narvik has increased to a spectacular
extent in the past two months. Besides, work has
been consistently in progress on the iron ore

quays at Narvik, an indication that the Germans
have decided to make more use of the port. In
addition, several vessels associated with the iron
ore trade in the Bay of Biscay have lately been
seen in North Sea and Norwegian ports, a fact
which shows that the enemy is short of this
specialized type of vessel in northern waters, and
has increased cargoes in view for them there.

loading sheds (at Bassens Nord). Blockade-
runningj to and from the East, is likely to increase
in both directions in the immediate future, thus
keeping the Biscay mea in the limelight.

A Torpedo Attack

Three Hampdens of 489 Sguadron were on
patrol off the Norwegian coast on the morning of
17th September. North Of Egersund they saw a
convoy consisting of a ship of some 4,800 tons and
another of 2,000, with three escort vessels ahead
and one on either side. It was steaming at
8-10 knots. As the convoy was sailing close in to
the coast, an attack on both sides was impossible,
and it was decided to attack from the beam

rather than ahead, where flak opposition would
have been considerably stronger. The formation,
stiU close together, turned towards the larger
ship and deployed at 6,000 yards range. All three
aircraft continued flying at sea level and there
fore were not sighted, until they came -within
3,000 yards. The two wing aircraft opefned out to
form a crescent, to split up flak fire ; A/489
passed ahead of the nearest flak ship and the
others astern of her. All the ships were firing
concentrated light flak, but it was very inaccurate,
though G was hit at 1,500 yards by light «=thpli
fire, which blew a hole in the exhaust ring of the
port motor and peppered the side of the fuselage
-without hurting anyone. The three Hampdens
pulled up to dropping height and released their
torpedoes at approximately 1,000 yards range.
The beam and rear gunners poured several hundred
rounds into the nearest ship, while A's na-vigator,
whose nose gun was srfpplementing the midships
armament, emptied his revolver into the nearest
escort vessel.

During the getaway, two -violent explosions
took place within 10 seconds interval on the
largest ship, just abaft the funnel, and a cloud of
chocolate-brown smoke rose and covered all her
rear part (Plate 8). The third torpedo had run
across her bows and headed for the smaller ship,
and one of the rear gunners saw that she was
fire.

on

Traffic along the North German and Dutch
coasts moved in the expected quantity and
manner. A number of strikes have taken place at
night -with little ascertainable result, though
Veral hits were recorded. At least one vessel

appears to have been sufficiently damaged to
f^e it to return to Rotterdam. The relatively

eagre results at present being obtained in the
● ttacks in this area are due to the substitution of
^ medium-level attack for the low level, and to
muq various tactical experiments at present being

rried out in connection with attacks on heavily
●defended convoys.

se

the

Tn the Bay, Whitley N/77 hit and damaged the
Sandefjord l5nng off St. Nazaire (Plate 8),

Polish Weltogton J/304 attacked r-
^/IfTiark tanker at sea. A concerted attack
u;r.oing at Bordeaux was also carried out by

f^Sungtons of 311 and 304 Squadrons and
^age was later seen to have been inflicted

an
on

on

The Offensive against German Coastal Shipping
Coastal shipping is assuming an ever increasing, these areas and has occasioned a further drain

●mportance in Germany’s economic and strategic upon the available resources. In the other
^*iflns. peace-time, coasters normally carry occupied countries there have been, consequent

ioT which low freightage rates are a con- upon the war, losses of rolling stock, so that
●rieration and slow speed can be accepted. War what remains falls far below actual domestic

ditions, however, have broi^nt about a change needs, let alone those of the German invader
-ts value and have enhanced its importance as In addition, the activities of Bomber and Fighter

means of distribution of conmodities essential Commands directed against rolling stock and
f the continued existence ot tne German effort. railway workshops in Germany and France have

During the period leading up to the war, added to the shortage and have interfered to no
r' rmany concentrated on re-armament, and, mean extent with the manufacture of replace-
-Hcipating a relatively short war. neglected the ments.

^  ● tonance of her railway system and the re-
"iSroent of her rolling stock The eastern Traffic Routes trom Norway
rlvance and the reconstruction ot the Russian rail- Thus, from this one point 6f view alone it is '
Zvs to the German gauge has meant that calls to the enemy advantage to employ the sea ^utes
We had to be made upon the basic stocks of as fully as possible. There is another cause which
oniiipment in the Reich, ine Kussian winter makes the extended use of shipping inescapable
^ played havoc with locomotives diverted to The occupation of Norway has proved i ^in manyhas
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ways an asset, but it has at the same time given several hundred miles distance. It is well aiin^ _
rise to new and large commitments. It has and escorted, and often under the protection iQf*
denied to the Allies si foothold in E:urope, but it shore-based defences and both day and night ‘
has meant the provision of large garrisons which fighters,
must be supplied. Harbours and aerodromes
have been gained, flanking the Nprth Sea and in
a position to threaten access by sea to Russia jt is perhaps significant that for some
from the Western Hemisphere; but the ships past the Germans have ignored convoys passing '
and aircraft based there must be fuelled and and  idown the East Coast of Britain. It is^^
maintained. The products pf Norway are at the tacit admission of the difficulties of the problein;.
disposal of the' enemy,, but they have to be b^t not necessarily an argument that their leid'
transferred to the industrial areas of Germany if should be followed. Our internal communications
they are to be turned to a useful purpose. form a comprehensive network and are in good
The Germans are, therefore, faced with a serious running repair ; theirs are hi^ly stressed and

problem of transportation—an outward one of incapable of carrying the load. Nor has the
supply to their army, navy and air force,- and an problem proved altogether intractable^ m pur '
inward one of bringing back safely the goods hands, as evidenced by the simcess of the joint
essential to their war effort. These, consisting efforts of Coastal, Bomber and Fighter

mainly of fish products, pulp and iron ore, are by to date. For the 17 months from March, 1941 to
no means inconsiderable. The iron ore alone July, 1942, dunng which the Admiralty ̂ d Air
amoimts to some one and a half million tons Ministry Assessment Committee nas sat, over
yearly, drawn from mines north of Trondheim 140,000 tons of shipping has been adjudged as
and from Swedish mines which find their outlet sunk by Coastal Command -some

through Narvik. 135,000 tons seriously damaged and 450,000 tons
This traffic is destined partly for the Baltic as damaged. -ru ● .

ports and partly for the North German and Nor is this the only consequence. Ihe nsing
Dutch ports. Throughout the grea,ter part of scale of arming of merchant ships by me enemy
its journey up and down the Norwegian coast it and the high allotment of escort vessels to convo5rs
can take shelter in the “ Inner Leads,” fjords and (which at times arnount to one escort vessel per
narrow waterways which make location and attack ship) while proving ̂ ^^ond doubt the ̂ ctiveness
by air virtuaUy impossible on a large scale. Only of our attacks, also
at Stadlandet and when rounding the Naze is it and diverts ships,
accessible to air attack ; and even there, by skilful might be better used elsewhere. , , ships
use of unfavourable weather conditions and the —and there is every re - +v. ^
hours of darkness, as well as the distance from authority of our own experience that these are
Coastal Command bases, evasi^ is too often more than aircraft can observe mean busy
practised with marked success. ● Traffic routed dockyards and congestion m harbours, and reduce
for the Baltic ports is lost to attack, other than the effort available for new construction. T^imu^
hy mining, once it clears the south of Norway; tables and sailing schedules are (hsturbed ^id
but the shipping sailing for the North Sea ports distribution becomes irregular. And not least au
emerges again after passing through the Kiel air of apprehension and unwmmgness to go to
Canal and comes within range on the journey to sea is created, most particularly amongst uou-
the main distributive ports, notably Hamburg, German sailors, who at best are unwilling cqI,
Emden and Rotterdam, Its numbers are in- laborators with the enemy,

creased by a proportion of the great flow of Sufficient has been said to show the importance
traffic from the Baltic and Gulf of Bothnia and of sinking shipping or at least of keeping up such
this, with the local traffic* goes to make up the pressure as wiU ensure that the precautions uow
numerous convoys which pass up and down the forced upon the enemy cannot be relaxed. Such
North German and Dutch coasts. action is not separated from the general offeusj^^

It is clear from the foregoing that the use of against the enemy system, but is cornplemeutary
coastM* shipping is a vital necessity and that any to it and as such must be mmntamed.
dislocation will have far-reaching effects which likely than not old tactics must give ground to
will be fkt deep dowfl^ in the life of the nation.  , new : there are chinks in every arinour to h^
Gn the other hand, the difficulties attendant on found by thought and experiment. One thing
convoy attack are Only tob well known to those however, is certain—coastal convoys constitute
directly concerned with such operations. The a soft spot of the tenderness of which the Gei^en^
target is relatively small; it is a moving one and are well aware. And as such it must be continue<j
therefore must be located by search, often at to be exploited.

The Offensive Bears Results
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Plate 8

Sperrbrechers : Tliese \’essels are converted merchantmen, whose dual purpose in convo)'^ escort is to serve as an
anti-aircraft vessel, and also as a mine bumber. They earn* a heavy armament of guns, and are specially strengthened

internally so that they mav not sink if thev set off a mine. They also carry some device on the bows which is reputed
to explode mines at some distance. The left oblique photograph shows a sperrbrecher seen by an aircraft of
236 Squadron ofi Vlieland on 19th September. She has several times been seen on escort duties to convoys moving
along the Frisian Islands. She is typical of her class, and was probably converted from a Belgrano t\^e merchant
vessel. She probably carries these guns :—On forecastle, two 37 mm. ; on platform between foremast and bridge,

one (?) 3*5 in. ; on bridge, one 20 mm. on each wing ; on after end of central castle, abaft the funnel, two (?) 77-mm.
to port and starboard ; on the platform on mainmast, a heavy machine-gun or Oerlikon ; on poop, one of 3-5-in.

or 4- 1-in., and a 37-mm. on the raised platform.

The sperrbrecher on the right, shown in a vertical view b}' P.R.U., was lying off Royan on 8th September. She is
some 430 ft. long, and her armament appears to consist of these guns :—On the forecastle, one (?) 3 ● 5-in. or 4 ● l-in.;
between foremast and bridge, one each to starboard and port, 37-mm. ; bridge, one heavy machine-gun or Oerlikon
on each wing. Abaft the funnel on the platform, two (?) 37-mm. or 20-mm. ; between the mainmast and poop,

one each to port and starboard, (?) 37-mm. ; on poop, one 4- l-in., and on the platform, one 37-mm.

The run up to and direct hit upon an Enemy Tanker at St. Nazaire, early morning of 2nd September. {77 Squadronl.



Plate 9

Torpedo Hits by 489 Squadron, 17th September (see page 11).

~1
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British Convoy in mid-Atlantic Squadron).
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III.—GOMBATS
■  I

A Compliment'● I-

5  '. .It is not often that the enemy pay a compliment August and September, there have been 75
'  , wprk bf Coastal Comniand, but their encounters, in which 20 enemy, aircraft have
[  ri^cerit action in transferring aircraft froni other been destroyed and 31 daniaged. ' Of this total.
,  fronts a.t' a time when they are so badly needed of 51, 32 were destroyed or damaged in defensive
'  elsewhere, is a tacit admission of the embairass-
*  menl:'which anti-submarine patrols in the Bav of t'i. ● j ●

Biscay are causing them. ' ■ ^ ^ Beau-A i li." K r Tt/r , fightors of No. 235 Squacfron, which, dunng thc
'  month of September, destroyed seven enemy

stafrel of aircraft and damaged two in 11 combats. It is
He. 115s ^tationed near Brest and employed not the general policy of this Review to record the
a^ost entirely upon reconnaissance duties. To- achievement of individual squadrons; but in

r  .day,. .there are at least two staffels of Ju.88s and this case perhaps an exception is justified. This
one of Arados employed solely on fighter duties, squadron, recently returned to the line, has

i  ■ ;^ti-submarine patrols ranging over the Bay already earned the gratitude of those whose work
are faced now with opposition on an increased lies over the Bay. Their success reflects great
scale And thenumber of combats has been steadily credit on their determination and skill, and, above
mounting. These have been by no means to the all, on the thoroughness of their training during
advantage of the enemy. In the months of July,

actions, by patrolling mrcraft.

the working-up period.
i;.

*/
Some Combats of September

A Biosatuto V. two P.W. 190s
Qn 4th September, an unarmed Mosquito

■grossed the Dutch coast at 28,500 ft. and
rlimbing at 160 miles an hour (i.a.s.), when the
crew sighted two Focke-Wulf 190s, at 2,000 yards,
flying at the same height on a reciprocal course,

pilot took evasive action imtil the enemy
aircraft, climbing slightly, had almost come in
.positio*^ for simultaneous quarter attack. The
&lot then went into a vertical aileron turn, diving
under the starboard F.W.

pxdy the enemy was now in a position

was

to carry out an astern attack, and on directions
iv the observer the Mosquito pilot did a steep

to port, causing it to overshoot.
.  The observer knelt on his seat, to keep watch

the- rear, and informed the pilot of every
● ^anbenvre carried out by the enemy. The pilot

ened np to full revolutions and boost, but not
.9.P-emergency boost, in order to nurse his engines.
^ Each enemy aircraft attacked in succession,

Tiilst the other; climbed for position., In one
^tack the .-F.W., fired on the outside of the
'iJJgquitp’s turn, giving the impression that he
^ jT^oping to catch him_^ on the reverse. The

'^^quitp pilot was carefiil to avoid this. His
■ va^iV^ action consisted of vertical turns towards
fbe^enerny, until high ■ speed stalls at 260 to
■'^ 'm-P'h- were experienced, causing the aircraft
f^whip upside down, while the controls
ffi^jjdered:” By dropping the nose and increasing
cried, control was regained and the aircraft
?^ed, so that it headed in the direction of home,

high speed- stall was found successful and
u4ed six times. The centrifugal force it exerted
Gompehed the observer to fold up on the floor,
and he- suffered considerably from bruises, strains
and vomiting.

After five minutes of the combat, one enemy
aircraft which had been successfully out-turned
was seen to dive vertically out of sight,
thought that its pilot may have blacked out.

The other F.W. followed the Mosquito for the
next-25 niinutes down to 9,000,ft., where attacks

It is

became more frequent and evasion less satis
factory. When the Mosquito went down to
2,000 ft., the enemy turned for home.

The only damage sustained by the Mosquito
was one biiUet hole in the starboard tailplane and
a perspex wing tip broken by air pressure.

A Wellington v. |our Ju. 88s
At 1335 Kburs on 11th September, Wellington

(U/3U was on an 4nti-submarine patrol in the
Bay of Biscay, fl3dng at sea-level, "when four
ju. 88s were sighted. > All the enemy aircraft
were at 1,000 ft. ; one of them was circling
700 yards from U's starboard bow, and the other
three were 200 yards further on, fi5dng at right
angles to U’s course. The first Ju. turned towards
the Wellington, which also turned slightly to
starboard. The two aircraft exchanged fire from
400 yards without hitting each other. Meanwhile,
the other three Ju.s had broken formation, two
taking up position to port of the Wellington and
one . to starboard. The two port aircraft pame
round astern of U and opened fire, bqt inissed

, it turned hard to port. By this time tjie fourth
Ju. had got into position d#d astern and slightly
above, and opened fire from 400 yards. M^e
U's rear gunner replied vrith short bursts, the
Ju. passed overhead and its bullets pierced the
hydraulics of his turret, which had afterwards
to be turned by hand. The Wellington now turned
to starboard. The other three Ju.s then took up
positions, on both quarters and dead ahead, and
all attacked simultaneously. The aircraft on each
quarter passed overhead. The third opened fire
at 300 yards as it approached from dead ahead
and continued tiU about 25 yards ahead of U,
when it cUmbed steeply to avoid colliding. WhUe
its nose was pointing upwards, the Wellington’s
front gunner put a long uurst mto the belly ; the
Ju. peeled off to port with smoke coming from
both engines, and after fl5ung level for a few
seconds, crashed into the sea. The remaining
three Ju.s then formated and repeated the
manoeuvre, except that the third aircraft attacked
from astern. These, tactics were repeated three

as
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Besides the damage to .the wing, l&e
and nacelle suffered sU^fmore times by the enemy aircraft, while the range.

WpHinfrfnn took evasive action by- climbing from starboard engine
sea levS to about 300 ft. and back to sea level, injuries, the pipe from the auxihary oU tank -wa§;
and turning from port to starboard. Then one of holed and the astro-hatch hit.
the Ju.s made off for the French coast, leaving a  „ Woniro Wnif 9/m anfl tbrnfi
thin trail of black smoke from the port engine. Eight Bea^hters V. a Focke-Wulf 200 and tbi^
The two remaining Ju.s made two more attacks Ju. 88s ^
from the quarters, but came no closer than At 1755 hours on 17th September, eight
600 yards. Finally, they took up position above Beauflghters of 235 Squadron on interceptor
and to starboard, and shadowed for three minutes, patrol were flying at 2^ ft. m loose foimahon int
tin the Wellington ran into patch of sea fog. the Bay of Biscay, when a Focke-Wulf 200 was
The Wellington sustained many hits, but no sighted. It was flying one mile to starboard on a
member of the crew was hurt. It was noticed. reciprocal course ̂ er an armed 3^-ton trawler,
that some of the Ju.s had two cannon in the nose, The three leadmg Beaufighters P N) atta^ed
and that all machine-gun fire came from four guns, the F.W. on the port side, while 0/^5 dived fro^
mounted two in each wing outside the airscrew 2,000 ft. to make a head-on attack, and the
axe remainder attacked from the starboard quarts.

The attack tactics given out at briefing Wetfe

A Wellington V. six Ju. 88s carried out perfectly by aU aircrews. The tmwl^

On the afternoon of 16th September, Wellington B^SfightOT jf^5 attLkedlhe
E/304 was flying at 1,500 ft. when a Ju. 88 passed the port^^^ and E/235 deUver^
to starboard on the reciprocal; then immediately attack from starboard, broke away and
after, another approached from astern and well t nf+ncked aeaiii from the port beam. The F.'W
port, followed by two others a couple of ̂  Sow WUnr to” and dived into the sea wto
behmdit. Then two more appeared, a further now b^t i  A dinghy was released and
five nules behind. The first enemy aircraft turned ^series of exp^ .j„flated. with one man trying
and shadowed the Wellington from two ̂ es “ “itab  ot aSd three floating in the water.
astern. It continued doing so. wittout attacking,  g re-formed and resumed their patrol
all through the action which followed. The Beauflghters re lorm P«rol
Wellington's captain jettisoned the depth-charges  ■ -r «
and bombs, and dived to 50 ft., since there were Ten minutes later the seven Beaufigitersw^^
no clouds near by The second Ju. overtook and flying in Various positions, with six miles betw^^

then came in fro^ the port side.*' The Wellin^on the fimt and l^t aircraft, when th, e
Wd and climbed to meet its attack. The were seen ^head circlmg at 1 000 aboy^ ^
front gunner gave it two short bursts; some of fishmg vessel mth a nag. me
Ws tracer entered its beUy belc^w the cockpit as fighters climbed to l.OW «. attack^^
●It levelled out of its divef above the Wellington simultaneously from vanous directions. One
and 50 yards to the side. When it passed astern, was hit in the port engine and ta^
the rear gunner put ' a long burst through the nose down into the sea. N. O, and E attacked
upper part of the fuselage. The third and fourth second Ju. ;
Ju.s attacked in turn using the same tactics, to  a large piece of cowling flew off. This
which the Wellington replied as before, scoring dived into the sea, J^veloped m flanks.
hits each time without being hit. The third's while, A/235 followed the third Ju. and attaqk^^
port-engine propeller stopped, and it force-landed but it took evasive action and disappeared ^
on the sea. ^ The fifth and sixth Ju.s had now cloud. A flew through the cloud and re-sighted
arrived on the port side, but instead of attacking Ju., delivering a second attack, but lost it
immediately while the Wellin^on was busy, they in cloud. When the Beaufighters left the
turned to starboard, passed well behind his stem, of the action the tailplanes of two Ju. 88 s
and came up on a parallel track. As the starboard still projecting from the water.

Se^mber Beanfl^vangle of 80? to the Wellington's track, sooner At 1035 hours on 24th September, BwuflgW
than the Captain expected, S that he could not p/235 was flying at 300 ft. on an intercept
turn immediately to l^et it. This enemy's cannon patrol in the Bay
fire hit the starboard wing, piercing the petrol were seen on the starboard beam flying a±
tank and rippW XtwTsquL yards of fabric. P promptly engaged the epemy aircraft. Bo^
But the WelUnrton's fire entered the Ju.s beUy Ju.s puUed up, but a thir^i Ju was seen
and knocked lar?e pieces off the tail plane, and as from above. P made a tight tum,^
it passed asteS^tL rear gunner gave it a few and attacked one of the first two Jus, which.
short bursts ● he saw^thick black smoke coming dived to sea level. P made a stem attack,
from it, apparently from one of the engines. The fire from about 200 yards, after which
sixth enemy then attacked from dead ahead, smoke pouring from both engines,
The Wellin^on's front gunner put two short plunged into the sea. As P reached the
bursts into its bellv below the cockpit, and it edge of the mdl6e, 0/235, which had sifted
came under the rear gunner's fire as it passed Ju.s independently, fmved to help,
astern. Then the second and fourth Ju.s made were then at about 1,000 ft., and one ^ved tt*
consecutive attacks from astern to which the attack O, which took evasiw action.

- gunner replied These last attacks caused no instant, O spotted a fourth Ju. at 200 ft.,
apparent injuiy to’anv aircraft. The Wellington dived from 800 ft. ^ quarter attack
now entered doud and shook off its pursuers. 400 ft., opening fire at^i^O yards with two short-
The action had lasted nearly a quarter of an hour; bursts. O overshot the enemy aircraft,
the Wellington’s front and rear guns fired out of the dive and made a tight tiim-
1,500 roun apiece^mostV at about 50 yards seconds later the port airscrew of the Ju. stopp^j ,

rear
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the aircraft continued for two seconds, then fire from 700-800 yards, and tracer passed under
crashed, port wing down, into the sea, disappearing the Wellington’s front turret. The Wellington’s
in a sheet of flame. O sustained no damage, front gunner held his fire till the Ju. was within
The two remaining enemy aircraft were not seen 250 yards, when her gave a long burst. As the
any more. Ju. passed astern and the rear gunner opened

fire from 100 yards, with a long burst, smoke
poured from the port engine, and the aircraft

On the afternoon of 24th September, Wellington gradually losing height, suddenly turned over and
H/304 was fl5nng at 500 ft. when the front^nner dived into the sea. Three minutes later, the first
saw two Ju. 88’s together, two points on the port Ju., having circled to astern, dived from 1,000 ft.
bow and about 1,000 yards off, just above sea to attack the Wellington, which was now weaving
level. They at once began to climb, while the and zigzagging. .Coming in from the starboard
Wellington dived to 10 ft., turning to port; and quarter, the Ju. opened with a long burst from
began weaving tactics. After climbing to 1,000 ft., 500 yards and tracer passed below the Wellington’s
the Ju's turned to approach the Wellington from fuselage. The Wellington’s rear gunner opened
the stem, split up and attacked, one from each fire at 400 yards, the front gunner gave a long
quarter. The Wellington jettisoned its depth- burst, and as the Ju. passed to port and astern
charges and bombs. The first Ju. dived to attack the rear gunner fired three more bursts, aU without
from astern, opening with a long burst of cannon apparent success. The Ju. then gave up attacking,
fire from 700 yards. The Wellington immediately but continued to shadow the Wellington for
turned to port and tracer was seen to pass under about a quarter of an horn: longer. The whole
its tail. The Wellington’s rear gunner held his combat lasted 20 minutes. The Wellington was
fire rmtil the Ju. was within 300-400 yards, but damaged in the tail and starboard wing by

 hits were seen. At the same moment the second machine-gun fire, but the crew were imtouched.

Ju. came in to .attack from the starboard beam. The fire from both Ju’s seemed to come from
and the Wellington turned to meet it. The enemy near the cockpit, and certainly not outboard of
aircraft opened fire with a long burst of cannon the engines.

A Wellington v. Two Ju. 88’s

no

I
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OTHER MATTERSIV. ●'* i

A Guide to Frequencies
All wireless communication, between trans- are reflected back and those which are ,hot^

miffing and receiving aerials, is cariied by waves, between a t57pical high frequency and a typi^
in space which differ from waves of light only in very high frequency. At any time and dist^c^
frequency. The frequency is the number of there i^^always a highest frequency whi(^^v^ gef
oscillations or cycles in one second in the wave, through—^the “ skip frequepcy at that time
Light waves oscillate at something like 500 million distance. Higher frequencies than that will
million cycles per second. Wireless waves are " skip " the receiver though they may be reflected
much slower and are measured in millions of where they meet the reflecting regions at a flatfgr
cycles per second (megacycles per second or angle. If they do they wih come down at a grater
Mc/s) or even thousands of cycles per second distance from the transmitter. However g^eat tlie
(kilocycles per second or kc/s). Of course, one fluctuations, the frequency of 30 Mc/s is pra.dr
me^cycle per second is the same as a thousand tically the upper limit of frequency that is evet

-  ' useful for very long distance communications.- kilocycles per second. ’
Wireless frequencies are divided for the purposes

of nomenclature (see e.g. A.P. 1083) into various Medium Frequencies
  "very low frequeiicies ” through

" medimn," and “ high frequencies ” to
“ very high frequencies The ranges which are
given these names are :—

bands from
“ low. The next band of frequencies is the M/F band-

Ofiicially this is 300 to. 3,000 kc/s, but the uppg^
part of this range, say 2,000 kc/s to 3,000‘kc/s
would be better described as H/F, whereas 100 kc/s
to 300 kc/s has really the properties ofmediu,^
frequencies. For practical purposes the
band is thus roughly from 100 kc/s to 2,000 kc/s
The fundamental property of medium frequencies
is that during the day there is no reflection

(Le. 3Mc/s). upper atmosphere. Below the reflecting
High frequencies .. H/F 3-30 Mc/s. region there is, during the day, another regiog
Very lugh frequencies .. V.H/F 30-^00 Mc/s. which, because of the combination of ionizatio^
In practice these limits are not very strictly and a suitable air ^nsity, acts as an absorbing,
adhered to, and rightly so. No one, for example, region. Wavp of the higher frequencies can
would talk of getting a fix on L/F just because .through it without much loss, but towards
the frequency of his M/F direction-finding section lower end of the high frequency band they
was 250 kc/s. to be attenuated on passing through this regioj^*

By the time one has reached medium freqn^n
cies it is like trying to make ripples in treacu'

But the classification is not just for convenience j^yring the day then M/F is to this extent bi/'
naming. The different classes represent, y.H/F, that you can use it only as far as it

though roughly, important differences in the way naturally bend round the curve of the eartu^
in which the waves are propagated. V.H/F But it is better than V.H/F at getting round tb'
(broadly speaking) are those frequencies which ^urve, especially when it is travelling over
are too high ever to be reflected by the reflecting during the day you can hear an aircraft* *
region in the upper atmosphere, but instead transmissions up to about 500 miles
penetrate right through them. You can send g^^^ t>ut no'further. The official instructions
V.H/F signals only as far as you can see and as as the range of M/F, but this is on tb^
much farther as you can .persuade the waves to g^^g gj^g^ many wireless operators know.
bend round the earth's simface. Very high ● ^j^g absorbing layer dissolves—it is
frequencies are therefore the best to use when you tinually being maintained by the sun in .
want your signals to be confined to a small area daytime—and there is then not the fundament?
of the earth's surface—an area bounded by the distinction between H/F and M/F that there j
horison, more or less, according to the power the day. At night M/F goes everywhere^
used. This is one reason, though perhaps a minor speaking roughly—and you can hear Americ^
one, why a frequency in this range is suitable for commercial broadcasts in England. At night
such uses as Special Equipment. the enemy's listening watch can hear transmissiej^^

Ordinary high frequencies (H/F), on the other on M/F from our aircraft which may be operatii^^®
hand, are reflected in the upper atmosphere, so 1,000 miles away,
that they get round the bend of the earth

^ submarine commander can see round
the bend of a periscope, and on the whole they
can do this day or night. This band carries the J
great bulk of long-distance traffic, commercial,
bervice or amateur, from England to Australia, or
trom an aircraft to its base some hundreds of
miles away. The "short wave" band of the
domestic wireless set falls entirely in the H/F
range. Perhaps the most important use of medium

There is. perhaps unfortunately, no sharp and frequencies in the Royal Air Force is for direction^
constant distinction between frequencies which finding by radio.
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Official. Frequency
Ahhremation. Range.

Very low frequencies .. V.L/F Below 30 kc/s.
Low frequencies .. L/F 30-300 kc/s.
Medium frequencies .. M/F -300—3,000 kc/s

Band.

Frequenci^

m

as
Medium frequencies are best used where you

not want a day and night service at greurt.
distances, but do want as good a cover as possibi^^

the neighbourhood of the transmitter. Most
public broadcasting stations are in this bandL
The “ long wave " and " medium wave " bands
of the ordinary wireless set both lie in tlie M/F

m

range.
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The last frequency range consists of-all frequen
cies below about 100 kc/s and can be called “ low The TR9
frequencies.” It covers the whole of the official 'There is one frequency used in Coastal Command
V.L/F band and part of the official L/F. At these which is on the boundary between high and
low frequencies, long-distance day signals are once medium frequendes—that used for radio^telephonic
more hei^d. They are not absorbed like medium commmiication with convoys. One often finds
frequencies because they do not penetrate as an impression that this is a very short-range
deep, or rather fly as high as the “ treacly ” frequency, either because it is R/T or because pf
region but are reflected back before they get to it. something inherent , in the frequency. The truidi
There is a consistency about the reception of of the matter is that many aircraft use TR9 as the
signals on these frequencies that is not found in transmitter ior R/T and this, as the wireless
either M/F or H/F. Night or day, summer or operators say, is a flea-power transmitter on that
winter, niaghetic storm or calm have relatively frequency, with a range that is no more than a
little effect on them. They are not used in R.A.F. few miles. But other aircraft use big American
flying, but they had a boom in the early nineteen- transmitters of some power, and when you talk
twenties when they were beginning to be used on one of them you are probably talking to
for long-distance traffic, just before it was Hitler as well as to the Senior Nav2d Officer.

discovered that short waves (H/F) had as good
and better ranges for less power.

How to Fly a Whitley on One Engine
An engineer whose name is well known to many engine may be able to help you quite a lot, but

in the Command was asked for an article. He if it has gone beyond being anything but a drag
produced this letter he had written to his brother,
a phot in a Coastal Squadron :

■  " I heard from X, who was at your station the instruments,

other day, that you were having some qualms Even if you have got very little height, sacrifice
about the old Whitley, and that if you lost the a lot of it to get up a decent speed which will
.power of one engine you had Httle chance of enable you to climb and fly comparatively easily,
returning home. Like the Giant Racer at the fun fair, do a bit of
Now you have much more chance of getting dipping as it will enable you to get the climb up

home safely than before, as we plumbers have the other side and to keep going,
at work with all our friends, but we cannot

and source of serious vibration, feather the prop,
and keep your prominent eyeballs on your

Another thing, old man, do you really need all
the gubbins and mud and drag which you take
about with you ?- The last time you came

If one en^ne cuts on you ̂ d you are fljdng here you thought that you looked mighty trim
reasonably high, say, 4,000 ft., it should be possible in your white Whitley, but I can tell you that I
for you to get amng like this. First of all keep was shocked. Your crumpled engine cowlings

a good speed by keeping your nose well down, badly fitting bomb doors, soggy, trailing edges
Then try to get as liiuch as you can out of the behind your flaps and the various unnecessary
failiug engine and do not over-tax the good one slots and openings in your fuselage were awful,
more than you rnust. me^t that you were spending  a lot of horse-
I know that you cannot jettison your petrol, power on them to keep yourself in the a.ir. Again,

but if you are well on your patrol you will have does your Squadron Commander allow your
consumed a lot and ̂ you can throw away yom* controllers to send you out on short sorties with
bombs quickly. Don’t go drooling about the sky full tanks when they are not necessary ? They
with your bomb doors left open for a second probably do not know what they are asking, if
longer need to, or with any of yoiu: they do, Again, I saw some very odd’things in

●j^ows or clear vision panels open. You must your kite which could not possibly have been of
make the old bus as clean in the air as you can use to you. Get your Squadron Commander to

that the drag is reduced to the minimum, have a look and don’t feel sore if he drops
Tell that rear gunner of yours to do his bit by your machine as the worst in this respect, as he
netting the turret central, and get the crew to is only helping you. It will probably result
trim the ship so that you can fly with the least getting Sigs. Nav. Arm. and even us to remove
amount of trimming' tab on to get a decent angle  a lot of ‘ Aids ' to safety which are quite unneces-
for your planes, elevators and rudders. Your dud sary now.”

get you back unless you are prepared to take a
bit of advice from us.

on

m

Six Days Adrift
them the Verey pistol—the butterfly nuts securing
it were too tight to be undone in a hurry, and no
attempt to loosen them was made ^ after ditch
ing—and almost cost them all their supplies, for
the navigator handed the packages through the
astro-hatch, but not till the crew boarded the
dinghy did anyone remember to remove them
from the fuselage.

During the course of the next six days, until
they were eventually rescued, the crew in the
dinghy went through many adventures. They
were sighted by searching aircraft on no less than

A Welliugfon was carrying out an anti
submarine patrol in the Bay of Biscay one night,
when the starboard engine seized. The other
began to overheat and the aircraft had to ditch.
The bump was less severe than in a belly-landing
on a runway, though the flaps were left up;
had they been 30° forward the speed of impact
would have been cut by 10 knots. The crew had
braced themselves firnfly against the shock and,
therefore, escaped injury, and the intercom
munication was kept in use, enabling the Captain
to giye them instructions. But carelessness lost
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suspected the presence of other enemy aircraffi|I^
In the meantime, they had managed to p^d^e
to the dinghy containing the sole SundCTl^d

It took about five hours to readi h^
about 1,000 yards away. He was in a rathOT
weak state, but after a good rub down
encased in dry and warm clothing, and given
sustenance, he soon revived. ^

survivor.

,

At dawn on the sixth day, three Air/Sea Rescue
Hudsons and two Beaufighters flew right oy^
them, and one' of them signalled " It won’t, be
long now.” Within a very short time four M.L.s
hove in sight, one of which picked them up.
Although the Wellington crew were not aware
of it there was a German launch within 5 miles
of their position steaming towards them. Only
two of the dinghy crew had to be helped on board
the M.L.s. Hot tea and blankets were served
out. The M.L.s got into diamond formation as
two F.W. 190s dived from the east. The guns
were manned and the captain and observer of
the Wellington asked the captain of the M.L.
if he had a gun which they could man. They were
asked if they could manage a three-pounder. The
Wellington captain, having been in the Artillery^
knew the gun, so he and his observer loaded it.
After a whfie aU the crew except the captain and
the observer went to bed.

They were all landed at Newlyn at 1740 hours
Monday, 17th Au^st, little the worse

their adventure.
In aU during their six days the crew had sighte^i

77 aircraft, 20 of which were German.

Whilst there are faults to be found in this
ditching, the crew, and particularly the captain
are to be congratulated on their subsequent actio^*
The moral to be learned is, " Never despair **
Although you may not be picked up immediately
vou may rest assured that everything possibi *
is being done to effect your rescue.

on

They were circled by a shark
which threatened to- burst their fragile craft.

They had the mortification of witnessing a Whitley
that had located them, shot down. A Sunderland

which attempted to land to pick them up in a
heavy sea, crashed with the loss of all but one of
its crew, who managed to swim 500 ykrds to
a spare dinghy, which had been dropped by a
Whitley for the Wellington crew, but up wind,

that they had been unable to reach it.

The crew found they had only two distress

signals instead of the four which their box should
have contained. But for this oversight at the last

inspection, searching aircraft would probably
have sighted them early on the day of ditching.
As it was, they were first seen that afternoon by
a Whitley, which dropped them a Thomaby bag
containing supplies. On two days bad weather
at the bases prevented any attempt at
On- the fifth day Hudsons of an Air/Sea Rescue
Squadron dropped Lindholme apparatus, which
the dinghy crew at first took for depth charges,
but instead’ of eruptions, a large inflated dinghy
shot to the surface with four containers attached,
in which were dry and warm clothing, towels,
sustenance, pyrotechnics, cigarettes; in fact,
everjdhing to alleviate their discomfort until
they were picked up.

During the six days they were adrift they were
in constdnt fear of witnessing further attacks on
our own searching aircraft. There were in the
vicinity Arados, Focke-Wulf 190s and Ju. 88s.
On one occasion four F.W. 190s flew past them
at 50 ft., climbed to 500 ft. and then dived
straight at them; just as they thought the
enemy aircraft were going to open fire, the leader
turned slightly away, flew past, and afl four waved,
waggled their wings and departed. Although
they saw a Beaufighter and Sunderland that
evening, they did not dare to signal as they

nine occasions.

so

rescue.

Why PubUcity?
TJiP T4/mp>t and the News Chronicle started the in Sunderlands of No. 10 R.A.A.F. Squadr^^^

ball rnlHrtP- The air correspondents of these two and the press and general^ o ig
ball rolhng, I^e ̂  co^ P gratitude to the Station and Squadron for

facities and hospitahty they accorded to
The Times saw in the visitors.

distance a submarine which crash-dived and for jhere may be a tendency in some quarters
once in its career The Times missed the boat, question the wisdom of aUowing the press
The News ChronicU weathered some ̂ orms, but j^ake operational flights, or even to visit R A.J?
had an otherwise uneventful trip. Despite or stations at aU. Why (it may be smd) should ̂ '
perhaps because of the passenger s pohtical be bothered with these people ? We don t^^^
Lsociations. the Sunderland mamtamed its usual publicity. Let’s get on with the war I ^

even balance between port ̂ d starboard wings. attitude less common now thaq j
In recent weeks. Heet St^et h^ Xat ^^ed to be, but still persisting in some mdividuaj^^

front line in the Battle ̂  the Bay ̂  ®J®cay with  ^ mmd which looks at wax
increasing frequency. the purely military point of view, ignonng
Allied Nlwspapers followed the pmneers and » ̂ otal ” Lpect, and would maintam coiupi^^
the Evening Standard, t otb^rc silence until, perhaps, after the cessation ^
Chicago Daily News, the New hostilities the veil might be lifted by some suclj
have also been out on patrol. nf rhi official communique as : “The war is over,
a number of articles m the national press of this
and other countries giving as broad a picture as has been

the cei^or will P®™ exneri^LSTS^first hand able). That attitude is extreme, but by no means
submarine work. By expenericmg at nrst naria existent
tvnical oatrols over the Bay, the correspondents existent,
v^e able to take their readers into the aircraft— The fact is that we have a natural ffis^e qf
“our oilers started to fidget in their boxes line-shooting about ourselves and what we ̂
and to convey something of what it means to doing, quite apart from questions of secunty.

out hours of humdrum patrol. Most of the That is why we are a long way behind ffie Nani
made took place from Mount Batten methods of propaganda. Most people will, say ;

won ,
' (deleting whichever is inappii^^lost

carry
flights so
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Thank God ! But we Have leamt in this war, of the independence of the British press. It
more than in the last, the paramount importance arises out of a dislike on the part of the press to
of telhng the world as much of what is happening be spoon-fed, even in war-time. .Undoubtedly,
as IS consistent with security. That means giving the papers are grateful for the supply of news
facts, not fabricating stones on the Goebbels received through the Air Ministry News Service,
system. There is nothing much wrong with the Without it their own resources would never
morale of a country which can tell the truth about enable them to inform the public adequately
itself. If democracy is to mean anything in of the progress of the air war. But the editors
war-time, it connotes the right of the people to and their expert writers still like to do their own
Im(^ how the war is going. It implies.the right thinking. (To think for oneself is, after aU, one
of Parliament to help in the prosecution of the of the things for which we are fighting). And, to
war by stimulating the Govemrnent, and, where do that, they must “ see for themselves.” More-
necessary, criticising. There is a wealth of over, too much of&cial news clogs the palate of
sig^ficance in the recent words of the Prime Fleet Street—and, in the long run, of the reader.
Minister, as he stood at the despatch box in the
House of Commons and said : “ I am the servant So the Air Ministry aUows press representatives
Of this House. Parliament, the people and the —usually the air correspondents, who are a
press are mter-related. In war-time their privi- compact and well-informed body of writers—to
leges are necessarily curtailed. But they can visit its stations and to see the R.A.F. at work,
never, while we are a democracy, be extinguished In Coastal Command, owing to a recent relaxation
on the Goebbels plan ! . of restrictions on press facihties, flights on
At the beginning of the war, the Air Ministry operational patrols are now authorised as well.

brought into operation a Public Relations organisa- This does not yet obtain to the same extent in
tioir, the nucleus of which was a body of either Fighter or Bomber Command, though it
experienced journalists recruited from national may some day be possible to accede to long-
and provincial papers of repute. It is their task standing requests from Fleet Street to be allowed
to gather news about the activities of the R.A.F.,
much as though they were special
spondente. That news is filtered through Com- The results, since the first flights by the air
mand Headquarters Air Staff and security correspondents were made at the beginning of
channels at Air Min^try, and issued to the papers September, have been encouraging. Well-written
for publication. The organisation is now a and well-informed articles have been given
pirectorate—^he Directorate of Public Relations siderable prominence in the papers, and it is no
—and the officers are known as P.R.O.s. They exaggeration to say that the general public have
are attached to all operational Commands at a better understanding now than they ever had
home and overseas, and it is largely through them before of the place which Coastal Command fills ‘
that the pubhc are kept informed of the work of  iff our war strategy. That knowledge will be
the R.A.F. The reports they write are objective, implemented with the impending release of the
they eschew blurb and special pleading, but film  " Coastal Command ” and the concurrent
they provide/«c^s lo the form of “hot” news, publication of official and private books about
gjnplification^ of official communiques, back- the Command. The public have a right to know
ground articles, broadcast scripts, etc. They what we are doing to help win the war. The
are also concen^d with official photographs and enemy (so many as are allowed to) read of our
cinematograph films which may be suitable for achievements with increasing dismay. And of

to participate in Bomber Command raids.
war corre-

con-

publication. great importance inside the Command—^the
■^hat more, it may be asked, can the press squadrons who are doing the job are encouraged

want ? There is something more, and it is symbolic by public reference to their work.
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